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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

Computers. The name itself associated by many with joy, luxury, entertainment
or work. Be it in a surveillance camera, the bank identification card, traffic lights
or health-care systems, it is hard to argue against computers being important to
most aspects of society. The heart of a computer, the processor, has been improved
throughout the years; primarily by increasing the speed of operation (the clock-
frequency). However, early in the previous decade, processors encountered what
many refer to the power-wall ; we could not longer simply decrease transistor size,
increase the clock frequency and achieve better performance. The limitation now1 is
power-consumption, and thus power-densities (temperature). It is no longer worth
(in terms of power/performance) to devote silicon to improve the performance of a
single processor; rather, the silicon should be devoted to implement several smaller
processors on the same chip. Having multiple smaller processors on the chip allows
much finer power-control since unused processor may be turned off to save energy.

Today nearly all general-purpose computer systems are so-called multiprocessor
systems; systems with more than one processor inside them. The clock frequency,
something companies used to compete and market with no longer matters. Instead,
companies today focus on marketing how many cores or processors a system has:
mobile devices with quad-cores, desktops with eight- or more-cores. Recent devel-
opment have focused even on bringing heterogeneity into general-purpose multi-
processing systems; system where processors can be very much different from each
other.

This thesis focuses on exploring how to improve the performance of multi-
processing systems; particularly within the scope of the task-centric programming
model; a model design to simplify programming multi-processing systems.

1Similar to the situation of NMOS-logic before CMOS was introduced
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1.1 Architecture level parallelism

A majority of the computations performed on computers are inheritable parallel and
those which are not can (in most cases) be made parallel in one way or another. And
fact is, computers have been parallel for a very long time. The Cray-1 processor was
amongst the first to use so called vector-parallelism. Vector-parallelism (or SIMD)
is when the same instruction is being applied to a large set of data simultaneously.
This was done then (as it is done today) by having very large vector registers that
contain several independent words of data. Upon encountering a SIMD instruction,
the vector register(s) is(are) split into individual word-chunks and fed into an array
of ALUs (Arithmetic Logic Unit) that will perform the calculations in parallel. In
Cray-1 these vector registers were 64-bit long which is a quarter to half the size
of modern ARM NEON or x86 AVX vector-registers. SIMD-type of parallelism is
still very common to use today, particularly on loops. Often a compiler will try
to transform for -loops to their SIMD counterpart and, if successful, the execution
performance can increase. SIMD could be considered as the precursor to another
type of architecture-level parallelism: SPMD2.

SPMD [40], Single Program Multiple Data, has lately gained a lot of attention
due to its use in general purpose Graphics Processors (GPUs). A GPU, which tra-
ditionally is a dedicated graphics-processor, today contains thousands of threads3

that can execute a certain application (called kernel) in parallel. The philosophy
behind GPU-computing is to have enough threads to completely hide the mem-
ory latency of each individual thread; a throughput- rather than latency-oriented
design. Unlike general purpose threads, GPU threads are grouped into thread-
blocks4. A thread-block will contain a number of threads that share the program
counter. Threads within a thread-block can diverge; this can can be implemented
in hardware by masking away certain threads within that thread-block. As one may
expect, branch-divergence is one issue that can severely degrade the performance of
a GPU-computation. A typical GPU kernel is executed many of the GPUs threads.
The programmer can decide what a GPU thread will perform (inside the kernel)
by looking at the per-thread unique descriptors. As with vector-parallelism, SPMD
works for specific application and data access patterns, and care has to be taken
where and how memory is placed and shaped in order to achieve the best of per-
formance.

Moving away from accelerator-based parallelism, there are several strategies
to increase the performance of general-purpose processors by utilizing parallelism.
One such example is SMT (Simultaneous Multi-Threading). SMT architectures
have two or more processor contexts (register files, program counters,...) within

2Some groups call this SIMT - Single Instruction Multiple Threads
3One can argue what a thread is exactly. GPU-threads differ vastly from for example Oper-

ating System threads
4nVidia calls them “warps” while AMD calls them “Wavefronts”
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the architecture itself but share the internal pipeline that performs instructions.
The primary benefit of SMT is that the processor can interleave the execution of
the different hardware threads (different instruction stream) such that operations
with high latency are hidden (as well as keeping resources busy). SMT is today em-
ployed in most non-embedded processor architecture such as Oracle UltraSparc T1
and T2 as well as Intel’s x86-64 (called HyperThreading). Cray’s Thread-Storm ar-
chitecture takes this to the extreme, where each processor has over 128 threads. An
obvious advantage of using SMT over traditional single-thread processors is con-
cerning server applications; application that typically have thousands of threads
running and the throughput rather than the latency is important.

Parallelism is also used within the core structure of the processor. This type
of parallelism, often called instruction-level parallelism usually concerns how the
instruction within a processor are scheduled onto the various processor resources.
Super-scalar and multi-issues processor is nothing new and have existed for ages by
introducing pipeline stages where parts of the required operations of an instruction
is split across several stages such that different instructions can use different parts of
the processor simultaneously. Another type of instruction-level parallelism is VLIW
(Very Long Instruction Word). By encoding several instructions into one instruction
word, and by having the instruction fetcher fetch one such long instruction word
one can dispatch all the encoded instructions simultaneously into different ways of
the pipelines. And although the performance can be improved, VLIW architectures
rely very heavily on the compiler to identify and reorder instructions so that VLIW
compression is optimally utilized. TILEPro64 by Tilera is a VLIW-based processor
heavily used in this thesis.

1.2 Software level parallelism

Unlike architecture-level parallelism, which is often implicit and (most of the time)
transparent to the user, software-level parallelism requires user-intervention. Software-
level parallelism is exploited when either the system has several processors available
to the user, or the architecture itself support SMT. As with architecture-level par-
allelism, software-level parallelism has existed for a very long time, especially in the
HPC community. HPC systems often invovle tens to hundreds of clusters, where
each cluster internally consists of a number of processors. Due to their distributed
nature, the most common way to communicate is using MPI (Message Passing In-
terface). MPI is a model that allows a processor in a certain cluster A to send
a message to another processor in cluster B or to broadcast a message to all or
a subset of all processors available to the user. However, MPI often comes with
a rather large cost; it requires expertise and great knowledge of the underlying
architecture to exploit parallelism in an performance effective way. Also, if the
application at hand is highly irregular, the programmer manually musts ensure to
balance the work-load across all nodes. The programmer further need to handle
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data-transfers and synchronization between various clusters in the systems and the
solution is often not portable across architecture. MPI can be used for both inter-
and intra-cluster communication; however, it is common to combine MPI (inter-
cluster) together with an abstract model such as OpenMP (intra-cluster) to exploit
the synergy between them.

Another approach is to use threads. A thread is the operating system represen-
tation of a processor given to the user. Examples of common threading interfaces
include POSIX-threads and Qthreads [55]. Using threads to parallelize programs
can be as simple as creating a new thread for every iteration in a for -loop, assuming
no loop-carried dependency exists. However, if the iterations in the for -loop contain
different amount of work within them, binding threads to iterations will quickly re-
duce performance since threads will execute different amount of work and the time
to execute the loop will be limited to the critical path. This is one of the limitations
of this model (so-called thread-centric model [37]); there is little control over the
work-distribution across threads. Another obvious problem with this model is that
the programmer is responsible for managing all low-level details concerning the ar-
chitecture such as memory consistency model, locks, atomics and so on, making
it a non-portable solution. There are thread-centric models that abstract some of
the hardware details away from the user (for example OpenMP); however, they too
suffer from the common problems of load-imbalance. Furthermore, thread-centric
frameworks requires the number of loop iterations to be constant, which is often
not the case (e.g. transverse a linked list). A programming model that overcomes
the limitations and challenges of the thread-centric programming model is the task-
centric programming model.

The main focus of this thesis is task-based parallelism, otherwise known as the
task-centric programming model. This model focus on exposing parallel computa-
tions called tasks that are not bound to any particular thread or processor. Today
several large companies supports the task-centric programming model. For exam-
ple, Apple provides the GCD (Grand-Central-Dispatcher) for MacOS (with ports
to FreeBSD) which is a run-time system with OS kernel support. Intel’s contribu-
tion is the Threading-Build-Blocks, TBB, which is a C++ based run-time system
used in scientific applications and games (such as the Unreal 3 engine [25]). Intel
also acquired Cilk++ from Cilk Arts which is based on research from MIT on Cilk-
5 [27]. Microsoft offers the TPL framework which utilizes task-centric parallelism
on Microsoft platforms. The reason behind this popularity is the task-centric pro-
gramming model is much more portable, customizable and easy-to-use than other
programming models that provides the same level of abstraction. Other notable
run-time systems include OpenMP (starting from version 3.0), Nanos++ which is
the run-time system of the OmpSs [20] programming model and Wool [26].

The philosophy behind the task-parallelism is to expose tasks; workloads that
can be executed in parallel. A task can be any form of computation; an iteration
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in a loop, an entire program or just a few instructions. Furthermore, tasks are very
dynamic; a task itself may (or may not) create additional work (children) and it is up
to the run-time system itself to decide what do with the task, relieving programmers
of the burden to schedule and load-balance the workload. Furthermore, recent
task-centric framework supports heterogeneity. By letting the user specify different
task implementations for different architecture that perform the same computation,
the run-time system can transparently decide where to place these tasks for the
best results. StarPU [3] and the *Ss [4, 20] family are libraries that supports
heterogeneity in terms of GPUs. Other forms of heterogeneity such as the use of
Cell [41, 42] or FPGAs [9] have also been conducted.

1.3 Motivation

The motivation for this thesis is driven by execution performance. Execution per-
formance is the primary driving power for researching computer system5. Conse-
quentially, the work within the thesis has touched three areas where performance
is important: researching how current implementations of parallel run-time system
perform, research how current implementations perform in a thermally stressed
environment and research how to improve heterogeneous performance in current
implementation. Especially the last two subjects are very important in today’s
computing with the advent of general purpose GPU processors and system that
basically cannot be fully utilized due to the power and thermal limitations that
they posses.

5Power is also an important one but the motivation is even here to increase execution perfor-
mance in most cases although with gained popularity of hand-held devices it is more of a question
to increase performance/power ratio





Chapter 2

Methodology

2.1 Programming model

The work within this thesis has been carried out within the task-centric program-
ming model; a model that focuses on exposing parallelism in the form of units of
computation rather than binding computations to threads (such as in its precursor,
the thread-centric model). In the task-centric programming model, we assume that
the application at hand can be decomposed into one or more tasks. A task can be
described as a computation that has some kind of relationship with other tasks;
often this relationship is a dependency. By exposing these tasks and their relation-
ship to a run-time system, the run-time system can decide what tasks can run in
parallel and how they should run in parallel in order to exploit the hardware in an
efficient way. Worth mentioning is that the task-centric model is dynamic; little to
no information is known a-prio which is different to other models where tasks are
statically scheduled before execution.

Fork-Join task-centric programming

One of the most common ways to introduce the task-centric style of programming is
the fork-join programming model. A fork-join model starts off with a master task 1

which forks (spawns) a number of child-tasks and then wait for them to complete
(join). The children can fork additional tasks to yield for example a tree-structure
of tasks. A concrete example of a fork-join application would be the recursive
fibonacci function, shown in Figure 2.1 using the OpenMP-syntax.

The fibonacci program is rather simple. It checks if the argument n is larger
than 1 and, if so, spawns two child-tasks (1,2) (done in OpenMP using #pragma
omp task). After spawning the children, the function comes to a halt (join) and
will not continue until the two children have finished by inserting a synchronization
point (3, #pragma omp taskwait). When both children have finished, the function

1Usually this is the main(...) function in an application

11
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int fib(int n)

{

if (n<2) return n;

int child1, child2;

#pragma omp task shared(child1) (1)

child1 = fib(n-1);

#pragma omp task shared(child2) (2)

child2 = fib(n-2);

#pragma omp taskwait (3)

return child1+child2;

}

Figure 2.1: A commonly used kernel to show the ease-of-use of the task-centric
programming model. This kernel computes the fibonacci series recursively and in
parallel

returns the sum of childrens computation. In the preceding example, any available
thread allocated to the program could have executed the children (and thus speeding
the program execution up).

Often application that have a nested task-structure will have a so-called cutoff -
mechanism [21]. The reason for this is quite obvious; calculating fib(45) using the
program code in Figure 2.1 will create several million tasks; most of these tasks (the
leafs) will contain very little work and most run-time systems will not be able to
handle the fine-granularity of these tasks. The overhead of managing tasks in the
run-time system will become dominant and the execution performance will suffer.
A way to overcome this is to have a cutoff -mechanism based on for example the
depth.

Figure 2.2 shows the fibonacci example extended to contain an application-
specified cutoff. We introduce another argument, depth, that contains the current
depth of the task. In every task, we first check if the depth is below a certain
threshold before spawning a task. If depth is above the threshold, we proceed to
inline the task2. The cutoff -mechanism is a valuable source to control the amount
of parallelism in the application. It can be implemented inside the application (as
was shown in the example) or within the run-time system. The cutoff -mechanism
can also be used to evaluate a run-time systems resilience to fine-grained tasks, as
was done in one of the thesis’ contributions where we saw a rather huge difference
between run-time system implementations.

2Some authors calls this “fast-path”
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int fib(int n,int depth)

{

if (n<2) return n;

int child1, child2;

if (depth < 5) (1)

{

#pragma omp task shared(child1)

child1 = fib(n-1,depth+1);

#pragma omp task shared(child2)

child2 = fib(n-2,depth+1);

#pragma omp taskwait

return child1+child2;

}

return fib(n-1,depth+1) + fib(n-2,depth+1);

}

Figure 2.2: A fibonacci program using a manual(application-level) cutoff -
mechanism based on the depth of the tree

Data-flow task-centric model

An alternative to the fork-join style of programming with tasks is the data-flow
style. The major strength is that it relieves the programmer of the burden to spec-
ify synchronization points between tasks, but also allows the program to exploit
pipeline parallelism. However, unlike the fork-join model it requires information
concerning a task’s memory usage. The current trend [20, 28] is to require the
programmer to annotate the source-code to include information on what memory
regions the task will work on and how a task will access these memory regions.
Knowing the memory properties of a task, a data-flow supporting run-time system
will make sure to insert the necessary dependencies between tasks (as well as re-
order them) to enforce sequential consistency while allowing as much parallelism as
possible.

There are several advantages of using the data-flow style over the fork-join:

1. Potentially increased amount of parallelism

2. Increase easy-of-use due to automatic dependency resolution

3. In line with the use of distributed memory devices to accelerate task-centric
application since knowledge about the memory regions is needed

However, there are still open problems with this style of program:

1. Overhead of spawning and managing tasks (from a run-time system perspec-
tive) increases
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Line Execution Time OmpSs OpenMP

1 1 #pragma omp input(A,B) output(S1) #pragma omp task
merge(A, B, S1); sort(A, B, S1);

2 1 #pragma omp input(C,D) output(S2) #pragma omp task
merge(C, D, S2); sort(C, D, S2);

3 2 #pragma omp input(E,F]) output(S3) #pragma omp task
merge(E, F, S3); sort(E, F, S3);

4 2 #pragma omp input(G,H) output(S4) #pragma omp task
merge(G, H, S4); sort(G, H, S4);

#pragma omp taskwait

5 1 #pragma omp input(S3,S4) output(M2) #pragma omp task
merge(S3,S4,M2); merge(S3,S4,M2);

6 2 #pragma omp input(S1,S2) output(M1) #pragma omp task
merge(S1,S2,M1); merge(S1,S2,M1);

Figure 2.3: The difference between a fork/join OpenMP program and a data-flow
OmpSs program for the merge-phase of a multisort application

2. Overlapping memory regions still a problem

Perhaps the largest issue is that overlapping memory regions still are hard to
handle. Some run-time systems such as OmpSs [20] may require memory regions
to not overlap. Another approach, such as the one taken by OpenStream [44] tries
to push this responsibility over to the user by providing “streams” where memory
regions are inserted into.

To give an example of the data-flow style of programming, consider the example
in Figure 2.3 that shows a data-flow application written using OmpSs and the same
application written using OpenMP. In OmpSs there are three clauses that can
specify how a task will use a memory region: input specifies that the task will read
from this region, output specifies that the task will write to this region and inout
specifies that the task will both read and write to this region. The fictional3 time
for each task is given in the left-most column of Figure 2.3. The application simply
merges 8 arrays (A-H) in parallel yielding intermediate arrays (S1-S4). S1-S4 are
later merged in parallel to yield two sorted arrays (M1-M2). This could be seen

3Normally, no information concerning a task execution time is available at program start.
These times were chosen to illustrates the benefits of using data-flow parallelism
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a the part of merge-phase of a multisort application. Note that the OmpSs does
not have an explicit synchronization points while the OpenMP version is forced to
explicitly use synchronization(#pragma omp taskwait) to wait for all tasks to be
completed before proceeding. Consider the optimal schedule in Figure 2.4 for these
two different versions in a 4-processor homogeneous systems abstracted away from
any details concerning memory latency. Due to the fact that task(5) can begin
executing directly after task(1,2) finished reduces the makespan by 1 time unit for
the OmpSs case. In the OpenMP case, even though tasks(1,2) were completed a
full-barrier (#pragma omp taskwait) was required to ensure that all tasks finished
before continuing to spawn the remaining tasks. Although the example is trivial
it shows why data-flow computation can yield much more parallelism for certain
cases compared to the fork/join model.

2.2 The Run-Time system

The run-time system is what manages the exposed tasks as well as the hardware
resources that can perform the work within the tasks. Figure 2.5 shows an abstract
view of the run-time system. An application is started that uses the run-time
system API to expose a number of tasks and their dependencies. These tasks
are then either scheduled onto available processors (fork/join) or inserted into a
dependency-resolution manager (data-flow) awaiting resolved dependencies. When
a task is ready for execution, the simplest dynamic way to schedule tasks onto
processors is to create a large queue. This queue, implemented as for example a
linked list (as done in GCCs OpenMP or the Nanos++ Breadth-First policy) can
be protected by a lock to prevent concurrent accesses to it. Once the scheduler
has inserted tasks into the queue, processors which are not currently performing
work will try to acquire the lock and take work from that queue. This scheduling
policy, relying on a centralized/global queue is sometimes called Breadth-First [22]
and has the advantage that balancing the work across processors is trivial. This
is because all processors have access to all available tasks at all times. However, if
the application uses nested task parallelism, any data locality4 can quickly be lost.
Also, if tasks are rather fine-grained, the centralized approach can quickly lead to
lock-contention. A better way is to use distributed queues; each processor has its
own local queue where it puts tasks into. When a processor is unable to find tasks
to execute in its own queue it will proceed to steal tasks from other processors.
This approach is commonly known as work-stealing and is a well-behaved and well-
studied [6, 52, 29] approach for homogeneous systems .

4Often, data-intensive OpenMP application have some sort of data-locality between children
that share the same parent
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The support for heterogeneity

Lately there has been a trend towards the use of GPU to accelerate general purpose
programs. From a task run-time system’s perspective a GPU device acts like any
other processor except that it has distributed memory. Distributed memory means
that the memory is not sharing any address space with the host, indirectly re-
quiring the run-time system to have information concerning the memory footprints
of a task. The most common way to deliver information concerning a memories
footprint is to use the data-flow type of parallelism, extending the task clauses to
communicate this information to the run-time system. Other ways is to let the pro-
grammer manage objects that the task works on [3] or to use a more thread-centric
approach (such as OpenACC).

Communications between the host and the distributed device (GPU or TILEPro64
in this thesis’ scope) can easily become the bottleneck. In the thesis work. a
software-caching approach was used. Each entry in the software cache has two
states, Shared or Invalid, yielding a SI cache. Alternatives would be to use a MSI
software protocol [3]. The software-cache is intended to manage the memory re-
gions that are present and valid on each distributed device since they need not to
be re-transferred.

In the run-time system that was implemented in this thesis, the following ac-
tions were performed within the scheduler when executing a task on a distributed
(TILEPro64 or a GPU) device:

1. For each memory region of the current task, check the software cache if the
memory region is valid on the target device.

2. If one or more regions are found invalid or non-existant on the device, allocate
memory on the device. If memory allocation failed then chose the least-
recently used entry in the software-cache to be evicted from the device. Copy
the memory regions to the device.

3. Change the arguments of the kernel (they currently point to memories in the
host address space) to point to the newly transfer data on the distributed
device

4. For all memory regions that a task will modify (output/inout), invalidate
these entries in all other software caches

5. Start the execution of the task on the device

6. While the task is executing, double-buffer the data for the next task to the
device if possible. In the best case, the transfer cost of the next task will be
completely hidden by the current task executing on the device.

7. When the kernel finish, copy the modified (output/inout) data to the host
device
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8. When the double-buffering is complete. repeat at step 4

The TILEPro64 processor was also used a co-processor. This has never been
the intended use for this device and thus a small kernel was written to emulate the
functionality of a GPU. This kernel included functions for communication (through
PCI) with the host system and had the following API-functions:

1. tilepro alloc() , tilepro free() - Allocate and free memory on the device

2. tilepro transfer from(), tilepro transfer to() - Transfers data from and to the
TILEPro64 device

3. tilepro transfer kernel() - Transfer a kernel from the host to the TILEPro64
and load it into memory. The kernel must be compiled to be position-
independent. This function returns a unique handle for the kernel.

4. tilepro execute(kernel handle,nThreads,nArgs, args...) - Runs the kernel spec-
ified by the unique kernel handle creating nThreads to execeute that kernel.
In reality, those nThreads are executed by 56 cores with different thread ids
to simulate the number of threads required.

2.3 Workloads

Majority of the work in the thesis used the BOTS[23] benchmark suite. BOTS
(Barcelona OpenMP Task Suite) is a collection of benchmarks taken from various
benchmark distributions and converted to the OpenMP tasking model. The BOTS
benchmarks could be considered standard in terms of OpenMP-like tasking and
has been used to evaluate performance in other studies [2, 33, 8, 34, 45, 47, 10, 39].
The BOTS benchmark suite contains 10 benchmarks ranging from synthetic/toy
benchmarks (for example fibonacci) to more sophisticated kernels (such as Fast-
Fourier Transform). In overall the composition of the benchmarks can be divided
into two types: flat and nested. Some of the benchmarks also include parameters
governing the amount of parallelism that is exposed (the number of tasks); this
feature is called a cutoff -mechanism and ensures that once the level of depth (or a
certain array-size as in for example the Sort application) is reached, the application
no longer creates new tasks but rather sequentially executes them.

Figure 2.6 shows an overview over the benchmarks used within the thesis. Below
is a short description for each of the benchmark:

Alignment is an kernel that aligns proteins from a sequence using Myers and
Millers algorithm and is based on scoring (the best protein pair combination).
It is a flat application where the root-node spawns tasks using a iterative
statement.
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Kernel Domain Structure Cutoff

Protein Alignment Dynamic Programming Flat None
FFT Spectral Method Nested None

Fibonacci Integer Nested Depth
Floorplan Optimization Nested Depth

Health Simulation Nested Depth
NQueens Search Nested Depth

Sort Integer sort Nested Array sub-size
SparseLU Sparse linear algebra Flat None
Strassen Dense linear algebra Nested Depth/Block-size

UTS Stress-test Nested None

Figure 2.6: Overview over the Barcelona benchmarks heavily used in the thesis

Fast-Fourier Transform of a vector containing complex values using the Cooley-
Turkey algorithm. A divide-and-conquer (nested) algorithm where each child
handles a subset of the array used by the parent, and calculates the DFT.

Fibonacci is a typical “introduction” problem to show the benefits and ease-of-use
of the task-centric programming model. A nested problem where each task
internally divide the work into two other task. Generally well-balanced with
a variable application depth-cutoff to vary the amount of parallelism exposed.

Floorplan is a optimization problem where a number of blocks are given as input
and the optimal placement with respect to area is computed. It’s a nested
application with a pruning mechanism. The pruning mechanism aborts a
certain branch of the task tree if the area occupied by the blocks placed up-
onto that point is larger than an solution already found, at which point the
branch is canceled. Floorplan comes with a depth-cutoff to vary the amount
of parallelism exposed.

Health is a nested (four levels) application that simulates the Columbian Health
Care System. The Health benchmark was not used particularly much in this
thesis due to the criticism it has received [56].

N-queens tries to solve the classic queens problem where N queens have to be
placed onto a NxN sizes chessboard such that no other queen can capture
another queen. N-queens uses a depth-cutoff to limit the amount of paral-
lelism that is exposed. Each task can create up-to 14 tasks representing a
placed queen onto a position on the one of the rows in the chessboard.

Sort sorts a large array containing integer values using the MergeSort algorithm.
It’s a nested algorithm which recursively divides the entire array into smaller
chunks. Each chunk is sorted by a task using both insertion and quicksort.
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Once the sub-arrays are sorted, they are merged together to form a completely
sorted array. A cutoff in the form of the minimal sub-array size can be used
to control the amount of parallelism exposed.

SparseLU computes the LU matrix factorization of matrices. It uses a flat struc-
ture with no available cutoff.

Strassen is an variant of the matrix multiplication algorithm. Each task recur-
sively divides the original matrices into smaller sub-matrices that are mul-
tiplied together. Cutoff exists either by varying the allowed depth (depth-
cutoff) or by specifying the minimal size of the sub-matrices that a task
works on.

UTS [38] is a relatively new addition to the BOTS suite. It is a highly irregular
benchmark that strives to stress a task-centric’s run-time system capability
of load-balancing tasks using nested parallelism. No application-level cutoff
policy exists since this defies the purpose of the benchmark5. Generally, it
is quite hard to enable UTS to scale well and in one of the thesis contribu-
tion, we found that only three run-time systems managed to scale at all with
this application; the other often performed much worse than the sequential
application in terms of execution speed.

2.4 Experimental Platforms

Three systems were used in the thesis to conduct experiments on. Two of the
systems are based on the x86-64 architecture from AMD while one is a 64-core,
many-core processor from Tilera.

AMD “Magny-Cours” system

“Gothmog” is the code-name for KTHs 48-processor ccNUMA system. The sys-
tem contains 48 processor cores residing on 4 sockets. Each socket contains two
NUMA-nodes, each with 6 processors and 8 GB of local RAM. By local, we mean
that the memory controller governing the local RAM reside on the NUMA-node.
Each of the processors are based on the AMD x86-64 architecture (Opteron 6172).
The system is interesting from the perspective that it contains a relatively large
number of processors where the memory is distributed in a non-uniform way; the
latter property makes scheduling very interesting. Figure 2.4:a shows an picture
obtainable using hwloc [7] on “Gothmog”. Hwloc is an application that extract
architecture-level details from the operating system.

5However, the run-time system are free to inline whatever tasks they see fit at the possible
cost of load-imbalance
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a)

b)

Figure 2.7: Illustration of our evaluation platforms: the 48-processor shared-
memory ccNUMA system (a) and the 64-core TILEPro64 processor from Tilera
(b) (Source: [53])
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AMD 4-processor system

“Smal” is the code-name for our AMD 4-processor system. “Smal” complements the
48-processor “Gothmog” system due to the heterogeneity available on the platform.
Besides the four x86-64 processors, the system also contains the TILEPro64 PCI
board as well as a nVidia Quadro FX-570 CUDA capable GPU which allowed us to
explore extreme heterogeneity with three different types of processors with different
properties.

Tilera TILEPro64 processor

Residing on the PCI-bus on “smal”, the TILEPro64 (Figure 2.4:b) is a 64-core
system. Each core is 3-way VLIW RISC-like architecture containing a highly con-
figurable cache controller. Four memory controllers resides on chip and the global
address space is interleaved across the controllers. The 64 cores are interconnected
using a Network-on-Chip (NoC) using X-Y routing. There are four NoC’s giving
the programmer control over parts of it. The system is interesting because it is
amongst the first many-core6 system.

2.5 Power consumption

In the thesis work, some of the work required modeling the power consumption of
parts of the systems, particularly the TILEPro64 processor when exploring thermal-
effects when scheduling. At the time the study was conducted, we had little in-
formation concerning the power consumption of the processor and some modeling
work had to be done. For the thermal-aware scheduling study, we modeled a single
TILEPro64 core using a power-modeling framework called McPAT [31]. McPAT
is a area, timing and power modeling tool where the system modeled is described
(in as much details as possible) using an XML-like interface. After modeling the
TILEPro64 core according to the technical reference, we proceeded to execute a
number of different benchmark using different input sets and recorded information
concerning that execution using performance counters. In particular this informa-
tion had to capture information such as the ALU-, MUL-, Branch-, Loads- and
Store instructions. Other information such as the number times the register file
was accessed and written into had to be estimated by looking at the assembled
code. This information was fed into McPAT and the energy consumption was re-
ceived. We noticed a linear correlation between the achieved IPC (as measured on
the real machine) and the simulated power-consumption, which we then used as a
power model for each of the cores on the TILEPro64 in our contribution regarding
thermal-aware scheduling.

In hindsight, the power model generated by McPAT was far more pessimistic
than the actual power consumption of the TILEPro64. By the time we started to

6Although the difference between a multi-core and many-core system is not clear, many would
agree that 64-cores on the same chip is many-core
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Figure 2.8: HotSpot thermal modeling by constructing a network of thermal capac-
itors and resistors. Power (“current”) is inserted at each node and solving the RC
network yields the simulated temperature with respect to the ambient temperature
(ground) of the chip (Source: HotSpot [49])

evaluate different run-time systems’ behaviour in terms of power-consumption on
the TILEPro64, we had soldered an voltage meter (NI-USB 7140) to the power-
rails of the TILEPro64 chip across a 2 ohm resistor which made power calculations
trivial (this setup is identical to the study done on TILEPro64 baseband schedul-
ing [48]). This allowed us to measure power-consumption without influencing the
application execution in any way. This is the method used for evaluating the power-
consumption properties of different run-time system implementations.

2.6 Thermal modeling

Modeling a processor’s thermal properties became very popular in 2004 when
HotSpot [49] was published. HotSpot is a thermal modeling tool where the user
supplies the tool with a detailed floorplan of the chip along with with a power trace
for each section of the chip. HotSpot, based around the lumped RC model, will
estimate the thermal capacitance and resistance for the different areas of the chip
and create a RC network for the entire chip. By inserting the power-trace as “cur-
rent” into the RC network and calculating the voltage potential across capacitances,
temperature can be estimated. Temperature can leak (conduct) into neighboring
areas through horizontal thermal resistors (current passing through them). HotSpot
does also model a heat sink and spreader as well as thermal conduction into the
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surrounding ambient air. Figure 2.8 show an overview how HotSpot builds the
model.
The model used in the thesis is based on the HotSpot model. However, it was very
much simplified, estimating only the temperature of a single core without modelling
neither the heat-spreader nor the heat-sink; one can consider it as the chip being ex-
posed directly into the ambient air. Another limitation was that there was no heat
conductance from one core to another as is done in HotSpot. Granted, the model
is very rough but provides us with a strong benefit - HotSpot requires a rather long
time to calculate the temperatures on the chip. Our simplified model on the other
hand is quite fast to perform and can be performed in real-time simulating any
throttling mechanism from within the application. Another way out would have
been simulating the entire flow using a functional simulator. This would allow us to
factor out the overheads of using HotSpot. We did have this approach in mind, and
we had previously [43] extended Simics [35] and Gems [36] to included HotSpot and
McPAT for more detailed estimation. This approach however took several weeks
to simulate a 64 processor system taking mere seconds in real-time. Yet another
approach would be to use a trace-driven simulator such as TaskSim [46]. TaskSim
uses a trace performed on a single core to simulate the performance when executing
the same trace on a multicore system, adhering to any dependencies that may exists
between traces. Using TaskSim would have been the natural way to go (for speed
and accuracy reasons). However, at the time the study was conducted, TaskSim
was not available.
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Summary of publications

3.1 Publications

Paper I: A Comparative Performance Study of Common and Popular
Task-centric Programming Frameworks Submitted for publication

Paper II: Architecture-aware Task-Scheduler: A thermal approach Re-
viewed and presented at FASP’11 (Future Architectural Support for Parallel Pro-
gramming) Workshop held in conjunction with ISCA’11

Paper III: Exploring Heterogeneous Scheduling using the Task-Centric
Programming Model Reviewed and presented at HeteroPAR’12 (International
Workshop on Algorithms, Models and Tools for Parallel Computing on Heteroge-
neous Platforms) held in conjunction with EuroPAR’12

3.2 Contributions

The contributions attributes to the work performed within the thesis include:

• A comparison in terms of execution and power consumption performance of
some current run-time system on a large-scale NUMA machine and an em-
bedded many-core processor (Paper I)

• Understanding as to why some run-time systems perform better than oth-
ers by profiling run-time system API overheads, scheduling overheads, load-
imbalance and power consumption. (Paper I)

27
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• An evaluation of two common schedulers under a thermally constrained en-
vironment as well as a proactive scheduling policy that interleaves tasks with
different power characteristics to avoid thermal throttling (Paper II)

• A task-centric run-time system capable of handling several types of heteroge-
neous processing units with distributed memory spaces, clock frequency, core
count and ISA (Paper III)

• An online, dynamic algorithm based around user-provided feedback concern-
ing tasks’ properties that can perform better than other well-known schedul-
ing policies on heterogeneous systems (Paper III)

3.3 A Comparative Performance Study of Common and
Popular Task-centric Programming Frameworks

Paper I tries to answer the question “How do current task-centric run-time sys-
tem perform in terms of execution speed and power consumption?” and tries to
reason about them. The BOTS benchmark suite, originally targeting OpenMP
3.0+ task constructs were ported to Intel TBB, Intel Cilk Plus and Wool as well
as modified to work with the current OmpSs run-time system Nanos++. In total
eight run-time systems were evaluated: Intel OpenMP, GCC Libgomp, Oracle/SUN
OpenMP, Open64’s OpenUH[1], OmpSs’ Nanos++, Wool and Intel TBB. Two ex-
perimental platforms were used: a 48-processor shared-memory ccNUMA system
(“Gothmog”) and Tilera’s TILEPro64, an embedded 64-core processor. For the
TILEPro64 only a subset of the run-time systems were evaluated1 with the fo-
cus on power consumption:: Nanos++, Intel TBB, Wool and GCC Libgomp. We
found that in terms of execution performance, the run-time systems that were not
constrained (Wool, Intel TBB, Intel Cilk Plus) performed the best. Out of the
OpenMP inspired run-time systems, both Intel OpenMP and Open64’s OpenUH
both performed quite well; this however is not necessarily attributed to the run-
time systems but rather the compiler. We evaluated the sequential performance
for different benchmarks when compiled with different compilers and found that
the Intel and Open64 compiler generates (in most cases) far better code than GCC
(which was the baseline). Thus, the compiler really needs to be factored in when
judging the run-time systems. The relatively good performance of the run-time sys-
tems that are decoupled from OpenMP (Wool, Intel TBB and Intel Cilk Plus) also
had much lower scheduling overheads. We performed a series of micro-benchmarks
to evaluate how long time it takes to spawn and synchronize with a task, as well
as how well the run-time systems managed flat and recursive task parallelism. In
particular the recursive benchmark is interesting where Intel TBB, Cilk Plus and
Wool outperformed the other run-time systems; especially when tasks were very

1Not surprising as many of the implementations are proprietary and are tightly coupled with
the x86 platform
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fine-grained. We also performed load-balance studies where we measured how of-
ten (over the course of the application) threads were execution application-code
simultaneously.

Power-consumption was also measured using the TILEPro64 processor. Out of
the four run-time system evaluated, Wool performed the best; this was especially
true for application using recursive task-parallelism. We calculated an metric we
call speed-up power-cost which gives the amount of speed-up the application expe-
rience for each insert Watt. Even here, Wool could have as much as half the cost of
for example Nanos++. There was one exception; in the study, we had assumed that
there exists enough parallelism to occupy all processors. However, we noticed that
when the application exposes very little parallelism, Wool consumes significantly
more energy than the other run-time systems, mainly because it lacks any form of
control to force a thread to sleep.

In overall, the study provided us with knowledge concerning how well different
run-time system works and what makes the work well. In particular the scheduling
overheads are important for a run-time system’s performance as is the scheduling
where work-stealing schedulers outperformed all forms of work-sharing approaches.

Individual contribution

In this contribution, I (re-)wrote the benchmarks, the micro-benchmarks as well
as performed all experiments on both the NUMA architecture and the TILEPro64
processor. The results were analyzed and the paper written together with the with
my supervisor and co-author.

3.4 Architecture-aware Task-Scheduling: A thermal
approach

Paper II builds on the experience gained from Paper I to reason about temperature;
how does current scheduling policies perform in a thermally constrained environ-
ment? A model similar to the TILEPro64 system was created. We built a power-
model using McPAT[31] that as closely as possible resembled the internal structure
of each TILEPro64 processor cores. The NoC of the TILEPro64 was not modeled;
future work could model the NoC using for example the ORION [30] network mod-
elling tool. By running different work-loads on the actual TILEPro64 processor and
recording their execution time and different hardware counters we could estimate
the energy consumption offline using the McPAT power model. We found a close
correlation between the IPC experienced by the application and the actual energy;
this correlation has also been discovered by other work [32]. Using the IPC-based
power model we created a simply thermal model where each core is independently
modeled. The model uses the same technique as HotSpot[49] where the core is
modeled as a lumped RC circuit, with the ground being the ambient temperature.
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Although our model is far more simpler than the HotSpot model it allowed us to
evaluate temperature in real-time (HotSpot takes a considerable amount of time
to solve). The temperature model was integrate in our TILEPro64 task-centric
middleware to throttle the core when a certain temperature threshold was reached.
We evaluated two performance-focused, temperature-unaware schedulers from the
Nanos++ run-time system. The schedulers did fairly quickly reach the thermal
throttling temperature and suffered performance loss. We used a combination of
benchmarks from the BOTS benchmark (in pairs of two) such that it was possible,
if scheduler correctly, to avoid the thermal throttling. To see how well a thermally-
aware scheduler would work (compared to the un-aware schedulers we evaluated),
we created a scheduler that actively interleaves tasks on each processor core such
that the temperature threshold is never reached. The scheduler uses low-power
tasks to decrease the temperature of a core when it reaches a certain temperature
threshold. Finding the power that will be consumed by a task is done by knowing
its IPC, something that can be done by hand or profiled dynamically using the
run-time system. The results were interesting, showing that when the tasks within
the workload contain enough variety to control (by interleaving) the temperature of
cores, we could get up-to 80% improvement in execution time with out scheduling
policy (named TTI ) compared to the Nanos++ schedulers. One limitation was on
the other hand that when two benchmarks where combined where both consumed
a lot of power, little could be done.
The paper is an important contribution because it focuses on the task-centric model
rather than operating system scheduling where the workloads are of much higher
granularity. Arguably, if we continue with the many-core trend we might see future
architectures with thousands of cores where a task-centric rather than an operat-
ing system will handle a subset of the cores. It is in such scenarios that our true
contribution is.

Individual contribution

All work except the writing of the paper (which was done together with my co-
author) was performed by myself.

3.5 Exploring Heterogeneous Scheduling using the
Task-Centric Programming Model

Paper III focuses on the execution performance of task-centric scheduling in sys-
tems where there are more than one type of processing type. This is motivated by
the amusingly high amount of work done within CPU+GPU computing as well as
the possible benefits from using such approach. Besides, off-the-shelf computer sys-
tems often comes with a CUDA- or OpenCL-capable graphics card (GPU). Paper
III however introduces a twist; rather than focusing on CPU+GPU scheduling, we
wanted to see what can be done with three types of heterogeneous devices, in our
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case CPU+GPU+TILEPro64. We created a run-time system called UnMP that
could handle offloading work onto the GPU and TILEPro64 processors. The UnMP
run-time system focuses on data-flow parallelism; the programmer exposes tasks as
well as the memory regions the task will use while the run-time system transpar-
ently inserts the correct dependencies between the tasks to avoid for example race
conditions and inconsistencies. To support offloading to the TILEPro64 processor a
middleware layer handling PCI communication was created. This middleware layer
constantly runs on the TILEPro64 processor and includes functionality for send-
ing data, kernels, synchronization and memory allocation as well as distribution
the work of the computation sent across the 562 TILEPro64 cores. We evaluated
how some common scheduling algorithms performed on such a three-way hetero-
geneous system. The evaluated scheduling policies were: Work-Share (Centralized
queue), Random Work-Deal, Random Work-Steal, Weighted-Random Work-Deal.
The policies were tested on three different benchmarks: Blocked matrix multipli-
cation, N-Body simulation and multiple-lists sort. Note that the benchmarks were
created to be non-uniform in terms of execution and complexity. For example, a
task in the n-Body benchmark could simulate 16 bodies just as well as 256 bodies.
We also created a scheduling policies that took the non-uniform nature of tasks into
account when scheduling. The scheduling algorithm (called FCRM) that is based
around the weighted-random scheduling but, rather than manually calculating the
weights offline, strives to dynamically calculate and adjust the weights online. Intu-
itable, dynamically calculated weight should perform better (as long as overheads
are kept low) since weights establish offline (as in the case of Weighted-Random) do
not take the non-uniformity of the tasks nor does it take the transfer overheads of
tasks (which could vary very much depending on the software-cache) into account.
Results show that the FCRM scheduler was the best performing scheduler when
the time taken to establish a reliable regression table was factored out. The longer
the application would execute, the better the FCRM scheduler would be since the
initial time would be amortized over a longer time.

Individual contribution

All work was done by the student, with assistance in writing the paper with my
supervisors.

2The TILEPro64 by default has 64 cores. However, with the standard hypervisor configuration
that we used some of the cores are dedicated to drivers and PCI communication. Thus, we used
56 cores
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Related Work and Conclusion

4.1 Related Work

Besides the related work mentioned throughout the thesis (that focus on the task-
centric programming model), there exists a vast amount of related work that is ei-
ther orthogonal, complementary or could be used instead of the task-centric frame
of working.

In terms of temperature, most of the related work concerns scheduling operating
system tasks either to improve performance or to reduce thermal cycling and other
chip-impairing effects. The work could be categorized into two groups: reactive
and proactive. The reactive group, where decisions are taken based on the histori-
cal states of the system includes using probabilities/weights of a certain processor
to receive work [19], actively throttling the processor down [16] or using on-line
learning techniques [18]. The proactive side to which Paper II belong is to schedule
work such that certain condition is never reach. Similar work has been performed
by employing auto-regressive moving-average (ARMA) models [17] to predict the
temperature at a given time in the future and use techniques to prevent the tem-
perature from rising (cooling loops, heat-and-run policies, thread-migrations, dvfs).
If the task-graphs are known a-priori then the problem can be expressed as an ILP
(Integer Linear Programming) problem and solved beforehand to minimize unde-
sirable thermal effects [18]. Also real-time scheduling with respect to temperature
has been performed [13, 15].

Among the early work dealing with heterogeneous task scheduling, similar to
what was explored in Paper III, is the work by Haluk et. al [54]. The importance of
this work is introduction of the Heterogeneous Earliest First (HEFT) algorithm used
in amongst others the popular StarPU [3] run-time system. Approaches that differ
from task-centric programming model that were used within the thesis scope are for
example skeleton based framework. SkePU [24] is one such framework that provides

33
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template interfacing the underlying OpenCL/CUDA libraries for doing multi-GPU
calculations. Other similar frameworks include Thrust [5] and SkeCL [51].

One could argue that High-Performance Computing gave birth to parallelism
and, as such, a lot of work has been performed within that community. Beside using
a Message-Passing Interface (MPI) to exploit parallelism on these large systems,
a popular way is to combine the thread-/task-centric programming model to work
with MPI. For example, using MPI for parallelism inter-node and OpenMP for
intra-node parallelism is a common approach [11, 50, 11]. Besides OpenMP, other
task-centric programming models is being evaluated to work in conjunction with
MPI such as Cilk. Another class of programming models heavily in used within
HPC are the Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) such as Berkeley’s Unified
Parallel C (UPC), Oracle Fortress, IBM X10 [14] and Chapel [12].

4.2 Conclusion

To conclude, the thesis presents work focused on improving the performance of
task-centric scheduling under different scenarios. We started of by familiarizing
ourselves with some current run-time systems, continued to experiment on how
they perform when temperature is a limitation and finally focused on heterogeneous
systems. In the two later cases we also created novel scheduling algorithms that
are more architecture-aware than traditional solutions; the architecture-awareness
had an positive reflection in the performance of the application on the system. We
have shown that for all three different scenarios, the scheduling component plays
an important role to how the system will perform. Future work will include further
investigation of heterogeneous scheduling, particularly in respect to GPUs as well
as pushing computations over to FPGAs in a SPMD fashion.
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